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AUTOLAND WARNING
A monitoring of AUTOLAND conditions is performed in order to warn the crew on failure conditions
that requires performing an immediate go-around.
The AUTOLAND light flashes, when the aircraft is below 200ft RA with at least one AP engaged and
one of the following conditions is detected:






Excessive deviation for Glide or LOC,
Or loss of LOC (above 15ft) or G/S (above 100ft) on both MMRs,
Or loss of two AP,
Or difference between RAs greater than 15ft with LAND TRACK mode activated,
Or long Flare detection.

Figure 7: AUTOLAND warning light

REACHING THE MINIMA
Decision to land or go-around must be made at DA/DH at the latest. Reaching the DA/DH, at
MINIMUM call out:



If suitable visual reference can be maintained and the aircraft is properly established,
continue and land.
If not, go-around.

3.1.3.4 Go-around
The crew must be mentally ready for a go-around at any stage of the approach. If a failure occurs
above 1000ft RA, all ECAM actions (and DH amendment if required) should be completed before
reaching 1000ft RA, otherwise a go-around should be initiated.
This ensures proper task sharing for the remainder of the approach. Any alert generated below 1000ft
should lead to a go-around.
Go-around based on ILS guidance, is not considered

3.2 New SESAR Operating Method (GBAS)
This section describes the ATC procedures related to the introduction of GBAS. It is expected that
GBAS implementation will be in many cases on the runways already equipped will ILS and for a
considerable period of time both technologies will co-exist. So the ATC procedures for managing and
possibly optimising the mixed ILS/GBAS low visibility operations are also developed as a second
part of this section.
The aircraft operator procedures for using GBAS are also described.

3.2.1 Optimised low visibility operations using GBAS (only)
In the new operating method GBAS is used instead of the ILS system to perform for CAT III
operations. The Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS) augments the satellite signal and will
provide for approach and landing in low visibility conditions. The GBAS system has limited or no
protection area. The GBAS Local Object Consideration Areas (LOCA) is usually located outside
aircraft movement areas.
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The optimised operation using GBAS concept is developed to reduce impact of LVP on runway
capacity. This concept is based in EUROCONTROL Landing Clearance Line study [10] and ICAO
EUR Doc.13, Chapter 8 [9]. The optimised operations using GBAS can be used at any airport
equipped with GBAS. But in practise the additional requirements described here means that this
concept will most likely be implemented in high capacity airports where additional runway capacity is
required in LVP.
The optimised operations using GBAS concept addresses two limiting factors in LVP. The first is the
location of the aircraft holding positions on ground and the second is the position at which ATC gives
landing clearance to arriving aircraft. Other capacity limiting factors in LVP such as slower taxi speeds
leading to an increase of runway occupancy time are outside the scope of this concept.
The optimised LVP using GBAS is based on the following changes to current ATC procedures in
order to achieve the expected capacity benefits.




ATC (Tower) to use a landing clearance line for aircraft vacating the runway, instead of today’s
ILS CAT III holding
ATC (Tower) to provide the pilots with late landing clearance, up to 1NM before threshold
ATC (Approach) to reduce the final approach spacing in LVP in front of GBAS equipped
aircraft

The impact of such changes in reducing final approach spacing is assessed for both segregated
runway (arrival only) and mixed mode runway (departures/arrivals) operations.
A benefit of using GBAS in the mixed mode runway is the fact that the aircraft will not be expected to
overfly the GBAS before the next arrival aircraft is cleared for approach (as is the case today with ILS)

3.2.1.1 The landing clearance line
The CAT II/III holding point protects the Obstacle Free Zone (OFZ) and the ILS Sensitive Area (SA),
which is usually larger than OFZ. With GBAS there is no need to protect the ILS SA, but the OFZ still
need to be protected during CAT II/III operations. Therefore it is proposed to determine a landing
clearance line instead of a holding point for aircraft/vehicles vacating the runway.
The landing clearance line will not be marked on the actual airfield but will only be displayed on the ASMGCS HMI in the tower.
The determination of the landing clearance position [10] is defined by two criteria:


The wingtip clearance from touchdown to end of roll out along the runway.
Once the following aircraft has landed, it may in some cases travel behind the aircraft on the
taxiway and the landing clearance line must ensure wingtip clearance between the aircraft on the
runway and the aircraft on the taxiway. For an A380 the formula in [17] equates to 77,5m for a
Code F aircraft using the runway and 60m for a code E aircraft using the runway.



The collision risk during the landing and balked landing.

The preceding aircraft is still within the OFZ at the time that landing clearance is issued to the
following aircraft. This creates a potential risk of collision if the following aircraft performs a missed
approach or balked landing. Assessment of this risk [11] results in the landing clearance line being
further from the runway for the first 900m from the threshold. This in particular protects aircraft and
vehicles crossing the runway close to the threshold
In segregated runway case: The aircraft is considered runway vacated as soon as it has passed the
landing clearance line and a landing clearance can be given at the following arrival aircraft even as
late as 1 NM before touchdown.
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3.2.1.2 The provision of late landing clearance to pilots
With GBAS there is no need to protect the ILS sensitive area, so the landing clearance can be given
later than 2NM (refer to 3.1.1). According to ICAO Doc.13 the latest position where the landing
clearance can be given is 200 ft or 0.6 NM from touchdown when using required surveillance means.
But it was considered acceptable by pilots to receive the landing clearance at latest 1 NM before
threshold for GBAS approaching aircraft.

Note: Initially in the OSED, the late GBAS landing clearance was suggested to be given at 0.6 NM
from the runway threshold (as stated in ICAO doc.13). After consultation with airspace users it was
considered that 0.6 NM is not operationally feasible. The pilots reported that the landing clearance
should be received before the missed approach point, which is usually selected at 1 NM before
threshold. Otherwise after the missed approach, with no clearance to land, the pilots have to go
around. A clearance received at 0.6 NM would also interfere with aural radio altimeter
announcements. The 200ft Radio Altitude is reached at 0.5 NM (.47 exactly) before the Landing
Threshold. So if the approaching Aircraft should be cleared latest at that point and pilot should have
managed a read back, the controller has to start to speak latest at 0.8 NM (.79 exactly), if he takes 4
sec for the clearance. Then the pilot takes 1 sec until he starts his clearance read back with another 4
sec. (with 130kts, which is a rather low Approach speed for Airliners, the Aircraft will be at 304ft Radio
Altitude -assumed that the approach sector is at flat level) With higher approach speeds - up to 160kts
are normal – so the controller has to start earlier with the clearance. The 1 NM value was considered
feasible by the airspace users and was used in the validation exercises.

3.2.1.3 Reduced final approach spacing
The use of the landing clearance line instead of ILS CAT III holding points for aircraft vacating the
runway reduces the runway occupancy time in LVP. Based on this ATC controllers can reduce final
approach spacing thus increasing runway throughput in adverse weather conditions. The amount of
runway throughput gained will depend also on surveillance and wake turbulence separation and
spacing rules.
The segregated runway case: The benefit from reducing the runway occupancy times by using the
landing clearance line and by providing late landing clearance to pilots will be executed by the final
approach controller in that the spacing between arrivals can be shorter than in the case of ILS
CATII/III landings. This is expected not to add work load since the capacity will still be lower than in
good visibility conditions.
The mixed runway case: The spacing between departure and arrival can be reduced as there is no
need to overfly the GBAS ground station before clearance is given to the arriving aircraft and also
from the possibility to provide a late landing clearance to pilots.
At the moment of writing this document there are no binding regulations regarding spacing criteria of
GBAS. Reported practices from different airports are as varied as 7NM, 10NM or even 15 NM
between consecutive arrivals in LVP. In busy and high capacity demanding airports, which are the
target of this concept, 7NM and 6 NM final approach spacing is reported achievable in LVP.. The
OSED proposes reduction of spacing criteria for GBAS through the use of the landing clearance line
and the provision of late landing clearance of at least 1 NM. This means that if for example 6 NM is
applied in front of an ILS, than 5NM can be applied in front of a GBAS arrival. In cases when
additional spacing buffers are used with ILS ( it might be related to the location and characteristics of
ILS CSA) then even more than 1NM reduction can be achieved with GBAS.

3.2.2 ATC procedures with GBAS
3.2.2.1 Transition to TMA
Similarly to ILS, on first call when arriving to the TMA, the pilot is provided the approach clearance by
the TMA/Approach radar controller. In the new operating method the expected landing procedure is
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GBAS. On the ATIS there will be published that GBAS landing procedure is available. The TMA
controller will read the approach clearance accordingly.

3.2.2.2 Final approach
The final approach controller is able to reduce the final approach spacing as described in 3.2.1.3 for
both runway configurations.
Similarly to ILS, the final approach controller will provide vectors to pilots to capture the GBAS Final
Approach Segement (FAS). The same vectoring rules apply for GBAS, i.e to ATC to provide a
maximum 45 degrees interception heading to the FAP or further, intercept the GBAS glide slope from
below. Alternatively, when no vectoring is done, the pilots use a predefined GBAS approach charts all
the way to the final approach fix. . Once established final approach the pilots will report ‘Established
on GBAS approach course’’ and the final approach controller will clear the aircraft for GBAS
approach.
If GBAS unpredictably becomes unserviceable the ATC unit in contact with the flight shall report this
to the flight crew. In low visibility conditions the flight crew will have to abort the approach and landing
and either proceed to the opposite runway (if traffic and winds permits and GBAS is operational and
working) or wait in a holding, as assigned by ATC.

3.2.2.3 Landing
The tower runway controller provides to GBAS arriving aircraft the landing clearance at latest 1 NM
before the runway threshold.

3.2.2.4 Runway Operations
The tower runway controller will use the landing clearance line for aircraft vacating the runway. The
other traffic is controlled as with ILS. The tower runway controller will consider the arriving aircraft has
vacated the runway as soon as the landing clearance line (displayed in the A-SMGCS HMI), instead
of CAT III holding point.
In case of departures the runway controller makes sure that no vehicle or aircraft enters the runway if
not authorised to do so. The CAT III holding point is used for departure aircraft also in the case of
GBAS.

3.2.2.5 Tower Supervisor, landing aid status and ATIS input
Similarly to ILS, the tower supervisor or any assigned role in the tower will be responsible for inputting
to the ATIS broadcast the use and status of landing aids such as GBAS. Any change shall be
immediately relayed to the concerned controller positions.
The ATC HMI may display information on the availability of GBAS station as well as the GBAS
approach capability per runway end.

3.2.2.6 Conclusions
The changes proposed to ATC procedures as related to GBAS are expected to allow for reducing the
final approach spacing in LVP of at least 1NM before GBAS arriving aircraft.
The runway controller and approach control both might need collaborative access to support tools that
can assist determining each individual spacing between arrivals, in order to accommodate the
departures, well in advance (in the order of 20 minutes before landing and before final approach
vectoring has begun), in order to maximise the runway throughput. Such tools are coupled
AMAN/DMAN planning/sequencing tools and an approach spacing tool.
When implementing new optimised LVP procedures with GBAS it is assumed that this will be done
step wise. By gaining trust in the system and the procedures and by collecting supporting data the
local implementation will reduce the spacing gradually before reaching full optimisation
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3.2.4 ATC procedures for using ILS/GBAS
3.2.4.1 Transition to TMA
On first call when arriving to the TMA, the pilot is provided the approach clearance by the
TMA/Approach radar controller. In the mixed ILS/GBAS operations the expected landing procedure
can be ILS or GBAS. On the ATIS, if available, GBAS and ILS landing procedures will be published
as available. Or it can be stated that one of the procedures is the expected landing procedures (e.g.
GBAS procedures) and the ILS procedure is available upon request. The TMA controller will read the
approach clearance following what landing capability information the airline operations has provided
in the flight plan (item 10a). If the pilot for some reason prefers another landing procedure that the one
cleared for than he/she should ask for it to the TMA/Approach controller. The TMA controller will
acknowledge this and transfer to adjacent downstream controller. This information will thereby also be
relayed to the tower runway controller. The approach controller will grant the requested landing
procedure if possible.

3.2.4.2 Final approach
The controller who is responsible for executing the vectoring for final approach or, in case no other
traffic is concerned and no vectoring is needed, and because of existing predefined approach charts
all the way to the final approach fix, will normally give the “Cleared ILS approach” clearance when
flight crew is reporting established on ILS. In case of GBAS landing the report from flight crew that
they are established will still be needed and the controller in charge will then respond “Cleared for
GBAS/GLS approach”.
In case the ILS landing system unpredictably becomes unserviceable the Final approach controller
will report this to the pilot. The pilot will, depending on the weather situation continue to a visual
landing or if possible shift to GBAS depending on the capabilities and equipment on board, as well as
time available to rebrief the approach and reconfigure. It is considered feasible that the reconfiguration for another approach can happen at latest 10 NM before threshold. In case is not
possible to change to another approach then a go-around is required.
In case GBAS landing system becomes unserviceable the same procedure will be applied by ATC.
Flight crew will have the opportunity to reset to an ILS landing procedure and either continue the
approach and landing or ask for a new approach, if necessary for the reset procedure to be done in a
safe manner.
When optimisation is required the final approach controller, when possible, will reduce the spacing
before a GBAS approach aircraft with 1NM.

3.2.4.3 Landing
In the case of mixed ILS/ GBAS operations and mixed landings and take-offs the tower runway
controller needs to assure a safe operation of all the movements on the runway.
The tower runway controller needs to know if the equipment on ground becomes unserviceable so
that he anticipates what action the flight crew might take depending on what equipment is not
anymore useable. It is also proposed that the flight plan indicates the GBAS capability for each
aircraft/flight crew that would be able to perform a GBAS landing, even when an ILS landing is
requested.
The tower runway controller provides to GBAS arriving aircraft the landing clearance at latest 1 NM
before the runway threshold and to ILS arriving aircraft at latest 2 NM before the threshold.

3.2.4.4 Runway Operations
The tower runway controller will use the landing clearance line (displayed in the A-SMGCS HMI) to
consider that the previous aircraft vacated the runway when the next arrival is GBAS. If the following
arrival is ILS than the CAT III holding point is used for considering the previous aircraft has vacated
the runway.
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In case of departures the runway controller makes sure that no vehicle or aircraft enters the runway if
not authorised to do so. The CAT III holding point is used for departure aircraft for both ILS and GBAS
operations.

3.2.4.5 Tower Supervisor, landing aid status and ATIS input
Tower supervisor or any assigned role in the tower will be responsible for inputting to the ATIS
broadcast the use and status of landing aids. In the case of multiple landing aids being applied for the
runway in use, this has to be considered so that the ATIS is clear and easy to understand for flight
crews. If the equipment is unserviceable it shall immediately be input to the ATIS be it ILS or GBAS.
Any change in landing aid status shall be relayed to all controller positions that are concerned, the
runway controller, TMA and approach controllers as well as TMA supervisor. All flight crews
concerned will then also be informed by ATC.
The ATC HMI may display information on the availability of GBAS station as well as the GBAS
approach capability per runway end

3.2.4.6 Conclusion
When no optimisation is required, to change from ILS landing system to managing mixed ILS and
GBAS landings is considered not very complicated for air traffic control as the spacing applied and
runway holding points are the same. There is a need for ATC to know which landing aid the aircraft is
using for CAT III operations when both systems are available so that any degradation of service is
informed immediately to flight crew. This concept is beneficial for airport where increasing capacity is
not the main objective. Instead the Airport has identified other benefits from the use of GBAS such as
system resilience to multipath for restricting environments or snow; flexibility of movement close to
runway as the station can be located further away; the use of one system for multiple runways etc.
Please refer to Section 2.3.3.
When optimisation is desired during the use of both ILS and GBAS landing systems ATC has more
complicated tasks. In this case ATC can reduce the final approach spacing before a GBAS arriving
aircraft. Also ATC will need to manage two different runway vacation positions for ILS and GBAS. And
ATC will use two different distances for providing the latest landing clearance to arriving aircraft, 1NM
for GBAS arrival and 2NM for ILS arrival.

3.2.5 Aircrew Operation using GBAS
This part describes the Operating Method to perform a GBAS CAT III approach within GAST D
standard, i.e. with a GBAS system based on GPS L1 constellation only, on mainline aircraft.
The Aircrew operation perspective to conduct a GBAS approach is independent of the different airport
and ATC operational configuration (mixed ILS/GBAS, optimised operation or not).

3.2.5.1 Flight preparation
In addition to the normal flight preparation, the same preparation as for ILS must be performed when
GBAS CAT III precision approach is planned:






Ensure that destination airport meets CAT III requirements,
Check that aircraft meets required equipment for GBAS CAT III,
Check that crew qualification is up-to-date,
Consider extra fuel for possible approach delay,
Consider weather at alternate.

Assuming that GBAS CAT III availability is changing according to GPS satellites constellation status
and geometry, it has been envisaged to provide the aircrew with a tool having the capability to predict
the availability of CAT III operations at destination, taking into account the local specificities (e.g.
mountainous characteristics). The question of the need for such a tool for the aircrew, either on
ground or on-board the aircraft, has been addressed to a panel of Airspace Users pilots and Airbus
test and training pilots.
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Given the results of GBAS CAT III availability first simulations (99.9% CAT III availability considering
satellites outages - 99.997% CAT III availability with no satellites outages; both based on a 24 satellite
GPS constellation as opposed to the current 31 satellite one), pilots state that such a tool would be
useless on-board the aircraft, because the availability check would always be positive, except maybe
once upon a time: by habit, the pilot may not perform the check if the result is generally positive.
However the fuel on-board constraints are more and more important and signal unavailability
information needs to be provided to pilots, if a risk is perceived. The GBAS ground station status will
be provided by ATC as it is the case today for ILS unavailability.

3.2.5.2 Cruise
During the cruise flight phase, the crew can prepare the descent and approach in the same way as for
an ILS approach.

3.2.5.3 Descent and approach
APPROACH TECHNIQUE
As for ILS, the decelerated approach is the preferred technique for a GBAS approach using the
AP/FDs, the LOC and G/S modes, A/THR in the SPEED mode, and a managed speed target.
SPEED MANAGEMENT
Speed management in GLS is the same as in ILS.
APPROACH PREPARATION
Before commencing a precision approach a number of factors must be considered by the crew. In
addition to the standard approach briefing, the following points should be emphasized during an
approach briefing for a low visibility approach:








Aircraft capability
Airport facilities
Crew qualification
Weather minima
Task sharing
Call-outs
Go-around strategy

Irrespective of the actual weather conditions, the crew should plan the approach strategy using the
best approach capability. This would normally be LAND3 DUAL, depending upon aircraft status and
GBAS signal performance availability.
Indeed, GBAS CAT II/III using GAST D introduces the LAND3 (i.e. CAT III) capability to be dependent
on GBAS signal in space performance, which is new compared to ILS where only the airborne
systems failures will affect the airborne LAND 3 capability. This could lead to aircraft approach
capability downgrading from LAND3 to LAND1, LAND1 (i.e. CAT1 with Autoland capability) being the
approach capability corresponding to the current GBAS CAT I using GAST C.
It is to be noted that, following an aircraft approach capability downgrading from LAND3 to LAND1,
the LAND3 capability may be recovered because signal performance is back. Indeed, operational
evaluations with Airspace Users, Airbus test and training pilots, led to the conclusion that we must not
prevent, at system level, the LAND3 capability return, in order to always benefit from the highest
available capability.
The crew should then assess the weather with respect to possible downgrade capability the same
way as for ILS.
LAND3
Conditions

APPR1

LAND1

LAND2

With DH

No DH
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AP/FD/ATHR and Autoland

DH with RA RVR
Recommended

Mandatory

Table 3-3 Aircraft landing modes

When the aircraft reaches the arrival airport terminal area, the crew can prepare the approach and
landing the same way as for ILS.

INTERCEPTION OF FINAL APPROACH COURSE
Interception of final approach course in GLS is the same as in ILS.

Figure 10: Monitoring GLS final approach on PFD

During GLS CAT II/III approach, approach capability downgrading/upgrading may occur upon aircraft
systems failures and/or GBAS signal performance downgrade/upgrade. Crew will be informed via
approach capability displayed on FMA and approach capability status displayed on ECAM.
According to the height at which the approach capability downgrading occurs, the aircrew shall apply
current procedures, as for any approach capability downgrading (being due to GBAS signal
performance or aircraft systems failures):



Above 1000 ft, if the pilot estimates he has time to reconfigure the A/C (minima update
according to the approach capability and compared to actual weather conditions), he can
continue the approach,
Below 1000 ft, the pilot should not modify the minima:
o In case visual references are acquired, the pilot can continue approach,
o In case visual references are not acquired, crew has to perform a go-around.
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During debriefing of these evaluations, most pilots agreed that G/S deviation disappearance is
acceptable. Moreover, it has been noticed that same situation could occur in ILS, in case of loss of
the ILS Glide ground station.

REACHING THE MINIMA
Decision to land or go-around in GLS is the same as in ILS.

3.2.5.4 Go around
Go-around procedure in GLS is the same as in ILS

3.3 Differences between new and previous Operating Methods
3.3.1 Aerodrome and ATC perspective
3.3.1.1 Flight Plan
When ILS and GBAS procedures will be available for CAT II/III, the Approach and Tower ATC need to
know which landing procedure each arrival is capable of making and what landing procedure is the
preferred one. This is more complex than today’s situation, where only one landing system is
available.
The capability to fly ILS is put in flight plan item 10a but is normally not displayed on the controller
interface since ILS is assumed to be commonly used by most IFR flights. The GBAS capability is also
put in item 10a in the flight plan. But since only some aircraft will be GBAS capable there is a need to
make this information available to air traffic controllers. ILS is included in the flight plan as a minimum
equipment list (MEL). To date the GBAS capability is optional.
It will therefore be assumed by ATC that if GBAS capability is provided in the flight plan than this is
the desired approach, if available to the destination airport.
Another way of doing is for ATC to provide the expected approach landing. If this is not the desired
approach by the pilot, than he should indicate this at first TMA contact. When possible his desires will
be accommodated by TMA/Approach controller..

3.3.1.2 Phraseology
The phraseology to be used for clearing approaches with GBAS needs to be harmonized at a global
level. According to ICAO PANS OPS Volume II Part III Section 3 Chapter 6 §6.8, the instrument
approach chart for GBAS approach procedure shall be identified by the title GLS Rwy XX. Several
States (USA, Australia, Germany and Switzerland) that have implemented GBAS Cat I operations
have adapted GLS in the phraseology to clear for the approach in order to be consistent with the chart
name.
From a safety perspective “GLS” could easily be mixed up with “ILS” in particular at the beginning of a
radio transmission when there is a risk of cut-off or when controller or flight crew is in stress. This
possibility of mix-up was confirmed by several ATCOs and pilots during the workshops and validation
exercises. When optimised low visibility operations using GBAS and ILS, the potential phraseology
misunderstandings might lead to an involuntary infringement of the separation if the controller expects
a GLS landing and optimise the spacing while the flight crew is actually performing an ILS approach
and the ILS sensitive area should be protected.
One State, Spain, has implemented GBAS CAT I with “GBAS” instead of “GLS” in both phraseology
and on AIP charts
At London Heathrow where MLS is used the charts indicate MLS but on radio the controllers and flight
crew uses “Micro wave’.
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Note that both controllers and flight crew are always free to revert to spelling by using the radio
telephony alphabet in order to further clarify a message. In this case “ Golf Lima Sierra” could be
recommended for use when meaning GLS.
It shall also be mentioned that when several landing procedures are published for the same runway
the STAR that is published in the AIP uses different names for each of them. This type of naming
convention will also help distinguishing between the two landing aids ILS and GLS.
A global consistent naming and phraseology recommendation should be published by ICAO for GBAS
approach covering phraseology, charting and flight deck selection aspects. This aspect is considered
as ongoing for the OSED and should be addressed and resolved at ICAO level.
Recommendation:. The GBAS phraseology shall be determined in such a way that it prevents being
confused with ILS

3.3.1.3 Use of landing clearance line
The use of the landing clearance line for optimised operations using GBAS is new. Therefore, ATC
procedures need to be developed for these operations and controller training needs to be performed
on how to use the landing clearance line.

3.3.1.4 ATC support tools (optional)
When optimised operations are implemented the approach and runway controllers will need to apply
varying and tailored distances between arrivals, depending on whether the incoming aircraft intends
to perform an ILS or GBAS CAT III approach. This is associated with the requirements to consider
also wake vortex and radar separation minima. In such operational environment there might be a
need for ATC tools supporting the air traffic controller by taking into account several separation
standards. There is a need to ensure that GBAS is considered in case this tool is being developed by
operational concepts addressing final approach spacing criteria.
When GBAS/ILS operations apply current ILS criteria for spacing there may be no need to require
additional support tools for ATC.

3.3.1.5 ATC Interface
The GBAS ground station status of operation need to be displayed to ATC in a similar fashion as ILS.
As with ILS today, depending on local requirements some States will only display the GBAS ground
station status as green/red (operational/non-operational) and some States will display the GBAS
operational status at each runway end in use. This is a local implementation issue.
In ILS environment there is a requirement for some ANSP’s to enable/disable the approach
depending on whether the runway is in use or not. This is due to opposite runway end ILS
interference. Some ANSP’s also use this procedure to avoid the use of the wrong runway end due to
incorrect ATC clearance or misunderstanding (there is no requirement coming from ICAO). With
GBAS all approaches can be enabled no interference. This is a local decision, however. Please refer
to [19] for more information.

3.3.1.6 Missed approach
3.3.1.6.1 Procedure design missed approach
For each runway at an airport there will be one or several missed approach procedures. The aim of
having such procedures is to make sure that a missed approach will remain safe in relation to other
traffic and terrain. Many aspects need to be considered when designing the missed approach
procedures and therefore each case can be seen as very locally specific. There is a need to further
explore how the missed approach procedure at candidate airports will be affected when implementing
optimised GBAS operations in LVP. This is in particular true for the mixed arrival departure runway
mode of operation

3.3.1.6.2 Multiple missed approaches
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GBAS can serve to multiple runways which is not the case with ILS today where each runway end
capable of ILS landing has a separate ILS installed. So if GBAS is out of service or GBAS is degraded
several approaches are affected. There is a need to develop contingency and back up procedures for
air traffic controllers to cope with multiple missed approaches on one or more runways. There is a
need to assess how many go-arounds can be handled by ATC in the same time.

3.3.1.7 GBAS failure and degraded modes
Due to the technical differences of the two systems, GBAS and ILS do not have exactly the same
degraded modes. The Chapter 5 addresses use cases for these situations.
In all failure or degraded mode cases, the pilot must advise ATC and receive a revised ATC clearance
before changing the instrument approach being used, as this might be relevant to final approach
spacing. The change should be acknowledged and steps taken to establish the required spacing. In
some cases, this may require ATC to discontinue the approach. There might also be aircraft which
are unable to continue with the approach and have to be re-sequenced, or diverted.
When the aircraft is established in GBAS (or ILS) it is unlikely that the pilot will be able to change the
type of approach (not minima) and ground or airborne system failure will result in the instrument
approach being discontinued. It is assumed that the latest point at which the pilot can change the
approach is prior to 10 NM [19].
Information on failures and downgraded systems must be published by NOTAM and on the ATIS.
In terms of continuity of service, it has to be noted, that the required value is based on safety
considerations and is related to an individual aircraft. There is a need to assess that multiple goarounds are not a safety issue. The operational impact of a degradation of a GAST-D station to
GAST-C operation could lead to a reduction of the availability of the station during LVP. Availability
assessments need to demonstrate that the risk of degradation to GAST-C while low visibility
conditions are prevailing is acceptable.

3.3.1.8 NOTAM, ATIS
The terminology to be used in the NOTAM format and ATIS message needs to include provisions for
GBAS landing system. Several options were developed in P15.3.6 GAST-D CONOPS [19].
During the introduction period of GBAS CAT II/III operations, NOTAM’s based on the predictable
unavailability may be issued. ATC will than not provide GBAS/GLS approach clearances during these
periods.

3.3.2 Aircrew Operations
3.3.2.1 GLS approach capability depending on GBAS signal performance
From an aircrew operation viewpoint, the main difference between new and previous Operating
Methods is that GBAS CAT II/III using GAST D introduces the aircraft approach capability to be
dependent on GBAS signal in space performance, which is new compared to ILS where only the
airborne systems failures will affect the approach capability. This could lead to aircraft approach
capability downgrading from LAND3 to LAND1, or upgrading from LAND1 to LAND3, depending on
GBAS signal in space performance.
However, operational impact is limited, because the same operational procedures apply for changes
in approach capability; despite the reason beyond the change which may be GBAS signal
performance or aircraft systems failures.

3.3.2.2 Vertical deviation behaviour below 100ft
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From aircrew operation viewpoint, the other slight difference between new and previous Operating
Methods is the vertical deviation behaviour below 100ft:
 ILS G/S deviation is noisy, especially below 50 ft and even if displayed is not used by the
crew,
 GLS G/S deviation will generally remain valid and smooth, but may be lost in some rare
cases, while the LOC deviation would still be displayed, due to alerting decorrelation between
lateral and vertical deviations in order to gain continuity, as vertical performance is more
sensitive to continuity loss than lateral.
However, operational impact is very limited because:
 G/S deviations are not used anymore by the autopilot below 100 ft so there is no
consequence on guidance,
 Pilots do not monitor G/S deviation below 100ft, because they either look outside searching
for visual references or monitor the automatic flare on PFD,
Same situation could occur in ILS, in case of loss of the ILS Glide ground station
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4 Detailed Operational Environment
The Operational Processes related to this OSED, as described in 6.2 Airport DOD is:
 Prepare and Execute Approach and Landing.
This operational service is part of the Arrival scenario, described in the DOD as ‘’the processes and
interactions that a flight encounters from the preparation of the landing phase (some 10-15 minutes
before Top of Descent) until the aircraft arrives in-block at the parking stand (CDM milestone: AIBT),
for SESAR Concept Story Board Step 1.
The operational concept developed in the OSED is applicable to Category 2 (Layout & Basic
Operational Criteria) and Category 4 (External Influences) airports, as defined by the 6.2 Airport Ops
DOD.

4.1 Operational Characteristics
A number of airports will be modelled to assess the potential benefit of GBAS. The airports can have
different runway layouts, external influencing factors and capacity needs.

4.1.1 Airspace Structure and Boundaries
The airports considered in this OSED are all surrounded by a Terminal Control Area (TMA) and
approach equipped with surveillance systems. The approach includes Initial, Intermediate, Final and
Missed Approach segments.
The OSED applies from the preparation of the approach phase (some 10-15 minutes before Top of
Descent) when aircraft intercepts the final approach course until when the aircraft has vacated the
runway.
Types of Airspace – ICAO Classification
The airspace is classified so that all traffic (IFR and VFR) is controlled.

4.1.2 Type of Approaches
The OSED applies to CAT II/III Precision Approaches and Departure Operations in visibility less than
550 m. For simplification reasons only CAT III approaches will be modelled.
For the purpose of this OSED it is assumed a straight in final approach (from FAP to DH) is an ILS0
look alike straight-in segment, with a maximum 5 offset from the runway centreline. The GBAS
technical standards currently allow offsets only for CAT I, not for CAT II or III procedures. PANS-OPS
also recommend using only straight-in procedures.
0,
The typical glide path angle 3 for CAT III operations conducted in low visibility conditions. The
0
steeper glide path angles such 5 are out of the scope.
The capture of the final approach segment by an Radius to Fix leg (curved approach) is considered in
[18].
The threshold crossing height is assumed to be variable, similarly between ILS and GBAS (about 4060ft), although there is a recommendation in PANS-OPS (ICAO DOC 8168) to standardise on 50ft
(40ft for short runways).
The missed approach could be conventional, RNAV or RNP.

4.1.3 Airspace Users
The OSED applies to all airspace users conducting CAT II/ III approach operations and departures on
visibility less than 550m (mainline and business aircraft). It is assumed that aircrew is capable of
performing GBAS CAT III approaches.
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4.1.4 Runway Layout and Usage
The OSED applies to airports having single or multiple runways. The runways can be parallel;
dependent with regard to wake vortex separation if they are separated by 1035 metres or less or
independent parallel runways if separated by more than 1035 metres. The runways can also be
crossing, or the final approach and/or departure tracks can converge.
The runways can be configured in segregated mode; landings and runway(s) take-off on separate
runway(s), or in mixed mode (interlaced landings and take-offs on the same runway).
The concept assesses both runway configurations which makes it applicable to a variety of airport
layouts.

4.1.5 Separation Minima
The following separations/spacing criteria apply for final approach:
 radar separation minima
 wake turbulence minima
 runway operations spacing constraints
Considering the removal of ILS CSA, this OSED provides a theoretical reduction of separation in the
final approach. The amount of such reduction is validated in V2 and V3, by taking into account any
other separation or spacing constraints such as radar minimum separation, wake turbulence minimum
separation and runway occupancy constraints. Please refer to 3.2.2.6.

4.1.6 Airport airside service
The aerodrome shall provide for runway and runway visual aids (marking, lighting) suitable for CAT II
and CAT III operations for both ILS and GBAS operations

4.1.7 Meteorological Services
Runway Visual Range (RVR) is measured according to the requirements of low visibility operations.

4.1.8 ATM/CNS Capabilities
Communication:
 VHF voice between ATC and aircraft.
 VHF Data Link between GBAS ground system and aircraft through a single VHF Antenna.
Surveillance:
 The surveillance systems are based on primary and secondary radars currently, a mix of radar and
possibly other surveillance means in the future.
 For optimised operations, the airport uses surface surveillance coverage (A-SMGCS Level 1, SMR)
in LVP.
Navigation
Ground Navaid coverage needs to support CAT II/III operations and low visibility departures. Final
approach capture is made inside the GBAS station coverage. (23 NM before threshold)
Aircraft navigation equipage as required to support navigation on the initial, intermediate and missed
approach segments.
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Service) broadcast. If GBAS landing aid is provided for the active arrival runway this shall be
put on the ATIS.

Tower runway
controller

The Runway controller is assisted by an advanced surface movement guidance and control
system (A-SMGCS), when available. Specific tasks for this OSED are:
On a mixed arrival-departure runway

Determine the departure sequence based on the arriving traffic

Determine if the coordinated runway throughput spacing need is provided by approach
control.

Be aware of what landings are making GBAS landings

Tower ground
controller

The ground controller is responsible for providing clearance to the holding points before the
runway for departing aircraft, or vehicles and aircraft crossing a runway. The ground
controller needs to be aware of the planned sequence for departure and assign holding
points accordingly when operating optimised mixed ILS/GBAS movements.

TMA/Approach
controller

In this OSED we focus on arriving traffic and the related approach controller tasks are:

Provide approach clearance.

Receive/request preferred landing procedure (i.e. ILS or GBAS) from flight crew.

Sequence arriving traffic according to an AMAN proposed sequence.

Vector arriving traffic.

Space and separate arriving traffic according to the current situation and requirements
per flight in an optimised manner by applying varying distance spacing depending on
the landing procedure the flight crew will be using.

Get the confirmation from flight crew that ILS/GBAS approach is established.

Flight crew

Specific tasks regarding this OSED are:

The flight crew will receive the approach clearance based on what Landing aid has
been input in the flight plan.

The flight crew shall report to ATC if the landing procedure proposed by approach
control is not the preferred one and shall suggest another procedure in that case. GBAS
instead of ILS or vice versa.

Flight crew shall be aware of the mixed use of CAT II/III and CAT I holding points when
optimised GBAS/ILS operations are applied.

NOTAM officer

Responsible for updating and sending current status of the GBAS system in the NOTAM
format. The information is received from Tower Supervisor.

Airline
operations

Responsible for inputting GBAS capability in the flight plan.

ANSP
procedure
designer

Responsible for developing the GBAS landing procedures.

Airport
operator

Responsible for installing and maintaining the markings, lighting and other guidance
functions that are critical in LVO. Responsible for publishing LVP’s for vehicle drivers at
airside. Responsible for the adherence of these procedures. Often installation, operation
and maintenance of precision approach navaids (ILS, GBAS) delegated from ANSP.

4.3 Human Factors
A human performance assessment has been conducted [21] to assess human performance issues
triggered by the concept. The identified human performance issues led to some requirements detailed
in Chapter 6.

4.3.1 Flight Crew
The main changes related to the Flight Crew operational procedures are resumed in section 3.3.2
regarding the differences between previous and new operating method.
The flight crew should also become familiar with the new GBAS phraseology to be used for approach
and landing as explained in section 3.3.1.2.
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When ILS and GBAS landing systems are both operational, the flight crew shall communicate to ATC
the preferred approach type.

4.3.2 TMA/Approach and Tower ATC
The main changes related to ATC Approach and Tower operations are summarized in section 3.3.1.
Air traffic controllers need to know which landing procedure each arrival is capable of making and
what landing procedure is the preferred one..
The capability to fly ILS is today put in flight plan item 10a with designation ‘S’ to indicate VOR/ILS
and VHF capable, but is normally not displayed on the controller interface since ILS is assumed to be
commonly used by most IFR flights. The GBAS capability will also be put in item 10a with designation
‘A’ in the flight plan and there is a need to make this information available to air traffic controllers.
It is recommended that when optimised operations using GBAs are implemented in a mixed
ILS/GBAS environment the GBAS capability is displayed in the ATC systems. Alternatively this
information is communicated by the pilot on first contact with ATC and then relayed accordingly to
other relevant ATC sectors. .It is important that pilots communicate to ATC the preferred approach
type. ATC will try to accommodate this request.
The approach and runway controllers will manage in a new way the optimisation in terms of varying
and tailored distances between arrivals. The workload from the new procedures should be acceptable
by ATC.
For the runway controller working with arrivals and departures on one runway (mixed runway mode)
in ILS/GBAS optimised operations good planning tools for allocating departures to the correct holding
points might be needed or approach spacing tables can be used.
Regarding contingency and back up procedures in case of GBAS equipment failure it is important that
controllers do not encounter workload or separation infringement issues (i.e. multiple simultaneous
go-arounds on two or more runways)
The GBAS phraseology aspects for ATC are resumed in 3.3.1.2

4.4 Constraints
The main technical constraint is the ground system performance and aircraft approach capability to be
dependent on GBAS signal in space performance.
The procedure design criteria for GBAS CAT II/III operations should be included in the ICAO PANS
OPS. A study on procedure design criteria has been conducted in SESAR P15.3.6 and will be
forwarded to ICAO panels responsible for developing new criteria and updating the ICAO PANS OPS.
Operational constraints may arise from the difference between official phraseology and safety
assessments in several countries. ICAO requires using the system designation in the chart name
when clearing an aircraft for approach and landing. The GBAS procedure chart is called GLS to be in
line with the three letter limitation in current avionics. But the use of GLS in phraseology to clear
aircraft for approach is considered as a source for oral/listening confusion, with ILS, since both
landing procedures will end with the letters –LS and in (push-to-talk) aviation radiotelephony, the first
letter is sometimes transmitted incomplete, if Pilot or ATC do not pay special attention. One country is
already using non-ICAO phraseology for MLS for this reason.
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5 Use Cases
The OSED refines the Arrival scenario described by OPS 06.02 Airport DOD. It is assumed that the
DOD Arrival scenario provide an intermediate level of detail, while in this chapter, the use cases
provide details on the actors/actions/systems interactions for optimised low visibility operations using
GBAS

5.1 Use Case - GBAS Arrival Flight (segregated mode runway)
5.1.1 General Conditions
The use case details landing of arrival aircraft when using GBAS. The GBAS initial approach is under
TMA control; and final approach under APP control and landing under tower runway control. . For
aircraft vacating the runway the landing clearance line displayed in the A-SMGCS is used. The GBAS
landing clearance can be provided to pilots at latest 1 NM before touchdown.
The Airport operates in arrival only runway (segregated runway mode).
The airport is assumed to be equipped with an A-SMGCS (level 1).
The GBAS Ground System is considered as the only instrument landing system available to all
runways.
The GBAS/GLS procedures are developed as an overlay of ILS procedures.
The phraseology used for approach clearance is a proposal and should be decided at ICAO level.
The use case applies to low visibility conditions and low visibility procedures are in place.
The GBAS capability is indicated in the flight plan Item 10a with designation ‘A’.
ATC provides approach data for the destination airport via ATIS, if available.
ATC uses a final approach spacing tool or final approach spacing tables based on distance in order to
provide optimised distances between arriving aircraft

5.1.2 Pre-Conditions
The use case starts when the aircraft is entering the terminal area.
The flight crew prepare descent and approach using GBAS.

5.1.3 Post Conditions
The use case ends when aircraft has vacated the runway.

5.1.4 Actors


TMA/Approach Controller



Tower Runway controller



Tower Supervisor



Flight Crew
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5.1.5 Trigger
Flight Crew checks ATIS information regarding GBAS/GLS landing or contact TMA/APP.

5.1.6 Nominal Flow
1.
ATIS provides landing runway direction; GBAS/GLS landing procedure and that LVP are in
place. If ATIS is not available this information is provided by TMA/APP controller to flight crew via R/T.
2.

The Flight Crew selects or manually tunes the GBAS/GLS final approach.

3.
The Flight Crew checks that the GBAS station in use for the landing runway direction is
correctly tuned and received with pilot verification of Reference Path ID (RPI).
Note: RPI is required by ICAO to be verified. The Airport ID and the channel number are optional as
they may not be displayed on some aircraft types.
4.
The TMA/APP controller initiates the approach clearance including the expected GBAS/GLS
landing procedure.
5.
The Flight Crew reads back the GBAS/GLS approach clearance to TMA/APP controller with
Reference Path ID
6.

The Flight Crew checks GBAS/GLS approach capability available on FMA on-board.

7.
The TMA/APP controller organises the sequence of arriving aircraft to be established on the
final approach.
8.
The TMA/APP controller provides radar vectors to flight crew to intercept final approach or
clears for a conventional / RNP or RNAV procedure leading to a GBAS/GLS final approach. ATC
reduces final approach spacing between GBAS arrival aircraft by at least 1NM (as compared to ILS)
9.
The Flight Crew intercepts the final approach either through vectoring or transitioning from
RNAV mode to GLS navigation mode.
10.

The flight crew confirms established on GBAS/GLS approach course.

11.

TMA/APP controller provides cleared for GBAS/GLS approach message.

12.
The Flight Crew (PNF) monitors continuously the GBAS/GLS CAT III approach parameters
(G/S and LOC deviations) on PFD and approach capability on FMA (the FMA displays ‘LAND 3
DUAL’ or ‘LAND3 SINGLE’ to present the aircraft CAT III approach capability. Refer to 3.1.2.2.3).
Approach capability status is also displayed on ECAM in case of approach capability downgrade.
13.

The Flight Crew (PNF) monitors continuously GBAS/GLS autoland status.

14.
The TMA/APP controller transfers the aircraft to the Tower Controller by ‘Contact tower’. The
TMA/APP controller remains responsible for the control until landing, but TWR Runway controller has
the radio contact.
15.

The Flight Crew contacts the TWR Runway controller.

16.

The Flight Crew performs an onboard distance/altitude check at 3 to 5 NM before threshold.

17.
The TWR Runway controller monitors and verifies continuously using an HMI of the terminal
radar, that the spacing between all arrivals is sufficient for providing the anticipated landing
clearances no later than at the stipulated distances. The TWR Runway controller checks that the
runway is free.
18.

The Tower Runway Controller provides clearance to land at latest 1 NM before threshold.

19.

The Flight Crew decides to land at decision height/ altitude (DH/A).

20.

The Flight Crew reports runway vacated.

21.
The Tower Runway Controller verifies that the aircraft has passed the Landing Clearance Line
in the A-SMGCS HMI.
22.

The Tower Controller then clears the following aircraft to land.
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5.1.7 Alternate Flow
(19) The Flight Crew does not have the required visual references at DH/DA.
23.

The Flight Crew performs a go-around.

24.

The Flight Crew informs TWR Runway controller about the go around.

25.

TWR Runway controller reads the missed approach procedure to the Flight Crew.

26.

The Flight Crew performs the missed approach.

27.
The Flight Crew repositions for another approach procedures (the same or different
procedure) or divert to alternate airport.
28.

Return to step 2.

5.1.8 Non-Nominal Flow
The non-nominal flow describes different failures that may occur during nominal operation steps. In
brackets () is indicated the step when the failure occurs.
Step (3) The GBAS approach capability is downgraded onboard
29.

The flight crew is alerted by the onboard systems that GBAS capability is downgraded.

30.
The flight crew checks the FMA and ECAM to verify GBAS approach capability downgrade
and remaining available approach capability (e.g. LAND 1, or LAND 2 refer to 3.1.2.2.3).
31.

The Flight Crew informs TMA/APP controller about the GBAS/GLS capability downgrade.

32.
The Flight Crew verifies that actual weather permits CAT I or CAT II operations, according to
remaining available approach capability. When weather permits only CAT III operations, go to step
23.
33.
The flight crew checks the aircraft is above 1000 ft AGL. If the aircraft is below 1000ft, go to
step 23.
34.
The Flight Crew adjusts decision height and informs TMA/APP controller that CAT I or CAT II
approach will be conducted.
35.

The step returns to 13.

Step (11) The GBAS approach capability is downgraded onboard
36.
The Flight Crew checks the aircraft distance from threshold is 10NM or more and the
approach clearance was not given.
37.

The Flight Crew contact TMA/APP controller for another GBAS/GLS landing procedure.

38.
end.

The TMA/APP controller clears for another GBAS/GLS landing procedure in another runway

39.

The Flight Crew reconfigures for the new GBAS/GLS procedure.

40.

The step returns to 5

Step (31) Two consecutive landing aircraft report that GBAS/GLS approach is unavailable.
41.
TMA/APP controller considers GBAS/GLS procedure unavailable for landing until further
notice.
42.
The Tower Supervisor updates the ATIS with another GBAS/GLS landing procedure. If no
other GBAS/GLS landing procedure available, ATC informs flight crew to go to alternate airport.
43.

The Step return to 1.

Step (36) The aircraft distance from the threshold is less than 10 NM and approach clearance
was given.
44.

The step returns to 32.
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Step (37) Only one GBAS/GLS landing procures available.
45.

The step returns to 23.

Step (13) Any alert generated below 1000 ft and above DH/A
46.

The step returns to 23.

Step (19) Any alert generated below DH/A
47.

The GBAS/GLS landing is completed.

Step (3) The GBAS approach capability is lost on board
48.
The flight crew is alerted by the onboard system that the GBAS capability is lost (GNSS signal
loss at aircraft level and/or loss of GBAS VDB signal)
49.

The Flight Crew inform the TMA/APP controller about the GBAS capability loss.

50.

The Flight Crew checks the aircraft distance from threshold is 10NM or more.

51.

The step returns to 36

Step (47) The aircraft distance from the threshold is less than 10 NM
52.

The step returns to 32

Step (5) The GBAS ground station downgrades
53.
All concerned controllers are informed without delay on any downgrade of the GBAS ground
station through ATC Interface or by Tower Supervisor. (The GBAS station can downgrade from
GAST-D to GAST-C. GAST-C station offers CAT I operations)
54.
The TMA/APP controller and or TWR Runway controller informs without delay the Flight Crew
that the GBAS station is downgraded and that only CAT I operations are possible. The Flight Crew
should be able to detect the ground station downgrade also through onboard GBAS monitoring
equipment.
55.

The Tower Supervisor updates ATIS information accordingly.

56.

The step returns to 32.

Step (5) The GBAS ground station becomes unavailable
57.
All concerned controllers are informed without delay on any unavailability of the GBAS ground
station for approach through ATC Interface or by Tower Supervisor. (The unavailability referred here
includes all GBAS ground station failures as well as VDB signal loss or VDB antenna failure)
58.
The TMA/APP controller and or TWR Runway controller informs without delay the Flight
Crew that the GBAS station is unavailable. The Flight Crew should be able to detect the unavailability
also through onboard GBAS monitoring equipment.
59.

The step returns to 23.

5.2 Use Case - GBAS Arrival Departure Flight Management
(mixed mode runway)
5.2.1 General Conditions
The use case details optimised low visibility procedures when GBAS is used. The GBAS initial
approach is under TMA control; final approach under APP control and landing under tower runway
control. For departing aircraft the CAT III holoding point is used. For aircraft vacating the runway the
landing clearance line displayed in the A-SMGCS is used. The GBAS landing clearance can be
provided ato the pilots at latest 1 NM before touchdown. The airport operates in arrival and departure
in the same runway (mixed runway mode).
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The airport is assumed to be equipped with an A-SMGCS (level 1).
The GBAS Ground System is considered as the only instrument landing system available to all
runways.
The GBAS/GLS procedures are developed as an overlay of ILS procedures.
The phraseology used for approach clearance is a proposal and should be decided at ICAO level
The use case starts when low visibility procedures are planned.
The GBAS capability is indicated in FPL Item 10a with designation ‘A’.
ATC uses a final approach spacing tool or final approach spacing tables based on distance in order
to provide optimised distances between arriving aircraft such as to allow when needed a departure
aircraft.
The flight crew prepare descent and approach using GBAS

5.2.2 Pre-Conditions
The use case starts when the aircraft is entering the terminal area.

5.2.3 Post
The use case ends when aircraft has vacated the runway or the aircraft has departed.

5.2.4 Actors


TMA/Approach Controller



Tower Runway Controller



Tower Supervisor



Flight Crew

5.2.5 Trigger
Flight Crew checks ATIS information regarding GBAS/GLS landing or contact TMA/APP
Several aircrafts are expected for departure.

5.2.6 Nominal Flow
The nominal flow for arrival aircraft in this use case is the same as in use case 5.1
The only difference in the used case is that ATC needs to ensure that appropriate spacing is allocated
between GBAS arrival aircraft is such that a departure aircraft is possible.
Therefore in this use case only the ATC actions related to arrival and departure management are
included.
Planning Phase
1.
Tower supervisor determines according to final approach spacing tool or final approach
spacing tables what time intervals shall be provided by approach between arrivals in order to
accommodate different runway occupancy times to be used in GBAS CAT III LVP conditions.
2.
Tower supervisor coordinates with TMA supervisor the runway occupancy times that shall be
input into the spacing tool and arrival sequence management tool settings, if used.
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3.
Tower supervisor and TMA supervisor check and confirm that the correct final approach
spacing values have been provided to the ATC .

Execution Phase
4.
TMA/APP controller uses the ATC arrival management tool or spacing tables in order to
sequence arriving traffic.
5.
TMA/APP controller uses and follows the minimum spacing advisory tool or spacing tables in
order to provide gaps between arrivals that can accommodate the anticipated runway departures.
6.

Tower Runway controller holds each departing aircraft at CAT III holding points.

7.
Simultaneously the TMA/APP controllers will provide individual spacing times according to the
values that have been forwarded by the tower runway controller.
.
8.

Tower Runway controller provides landing clearance to first arriving aircraft.

9.

Flight crew read back landing clearance and land.

11.
Tower Runway controller verifies on A-SMGCS HMI that the runway is free from other traffic
and that the landing aircraft has passed the holding point of next departure.
12.
Tower Runway controller will provide line up clearance to departing aircraft according to the
planned sequence whenever possible.
13.

Tower Runway controller gives line up clearance to next departing aircraft.

14.

Flight crew read back line up clearance and move into take-off position.

15.
Tower Runway controller monitors the line up while also monitoring the progress of next
landing aircraft.
16.

Preceding landing aircraft reports ‘Runway vacated’.

17.
Tower Runway controller verifies that preceding arriving aircraft has vacated the runway, on
A-SMGCS HMI (aircraft must have passed the landing clearance line), and verifies again that runway
is free from other vehicles and obstacles.
18.

Tower Runway controller gives ‘cleared for take-off’ to departing aircraft.

19.

Flight crew read back departure clearance and commence take-off.

20.

Tower Runway controller verifies on A-SMGCS HMI that departure is airborne.

21.
Tower Runway controller simultaneously has monitored the next arriving aircraft and will
provide landing clearance at latest 1 NM before touchdown. Resume step 1.
22.
Tower Runway controller hand over departing aircraft to TMA/APP controller and changes the
frequency of the departing aircraft.

5.2.7 Alternate Flow
The alternative flow of this use case is the same as in the first use case when GBAS only aircraft are
used.
Please refer to Section 5.1.7

5.2.8 Non-Nominal Flow
The non-nominal flow of this use case is similar to the first use case when GBAS only aircraft are
used.
Please refer to Section 5.1.7
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5.3 Use Case – GBAS/ILS Optimised Mixed Arrival
Management (segregated runway)
5.3.1 General Conditions
The use case details landing of arrival aircraft when ILS and GBAS are used for approach and landing
in LVP. The GBAS or ILS initial approach is under TMA control; the final approach under APP control
and the landing under tower runway control. In front of a GBAS arriving aircraft, the runway is
considered vacated as soon as the preceding aircraft passes the landing clearance line. In front of an
ILS arriving aircraft, the runways is considered vacated as soon as the preceding aircraft passess the
CAT III holding point (the ILS CSA needs to be protected for the next arrival) For GBAS arrival the
landing clearance can be provided to pilots at latest 1 NM before touchdown. For ILS arrival aircraft
the landing clearance shall be provided at latest 2NM before touchdown..
The airport is assumed to be equipped with an A-SMGCS (level 1).
The ILS and GBAS landing systems are considered available to several runways ends.
The GBAS/GLS procedures are developed as an overlay of ILS procedures (for GBAS-only scenarios
please refer to Use Case 1).
The airport operates in segregated runway mode.
The phraseology used for GBAS/GLS approach clearance is a proposal and should be decided at
ICAO level.
The use case applies to low visibility conditions and low visibility procedures are in place.
The GBAS capability is indicated in the flight plan Item 10a with designation ‘A’.
ATC provides approach data for the destination airport via ATIS, if available.
ATC uses a final approach spacing tool or final approach spacing tables based on distance in order to
provide optimised distances between arriving aircraft. In front of a GBAS arriving aircraft the spacing
can be reduced at least 1NM (as compared to ILS)

5.3.2 Pre-Conditions
The use case starts when aircraft is entering the terminal area.
In this use case the Flight Crew prefers GBAS/GLS Cat III approach.
The execution is taking place in a peak hour when minimum and fully optimised spacing is desired.
The flight crew prepare descent and approach.

5.3.3 Post Conditions
The use case ends when aircraft has vacated the runway.

5.3.4 Actors


TMA/Approach Controller



Tower Runway controller



Tower Supervisor



Flight Crew
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5.3.5 Trigger
Flight Crew checks ATIS information regarding ILS and/or GBAS/GLS landing or contact TMA/APP.

5.3.6 Nominal Flow
1.
ATIS provides landing runway direction; ILS and GBAS/GLS landing procedures and that LVP
are in place
2.
The Flight Crew checks that the preferred approach GBAS/GLS is available onboard,
otherwise will use ILS.
3.
The Flight Crew selects or manually tunes the GBAS/GLS final approach or alternatively the
ILS frequency.
4.
The Flight Crew checks that the GBAS station in use for the landing runway direction is
correctly tuned and verifies Reference Path ID or verifies ILS Ident.
5.
The TMA/APP controller initiates the approach clearance including the expected ILS and
GBAS/GLS landing procedures depending on the flight plan information.
6.
The Flight Crew informs the TMA/APP controller that GBAS/GLS procedure is preferred (if not
GBAS/GLS capable the flight crew will report that ILS is the preferred approach).
7.
The Flight Crew reads back the GBAS/GLS/ILS approach clearance to TMA/APP controller
and verifies cohesion between approach name and RPID or ILS Ident.
8.
The TMA/APP controller notes the information and relays it to the adjacent downstream
controller (if it is not provided automatically by the flight plan system).
9.
The TMA/APP controller organises the sequence of arriving aircraft to be established on the
final approach using an arrival sequencing tool that is capable of optimizing the sequence depending
on GBAS/GLS capability.
10.
The TMA/APP controller provides radar vectors to flight crew to intercept final approach or
clears for a conventional/RNP or RNAV procedure leading to a GBAS/GLS (or ILS) final approach.
11.
The Flight Crew intercepts the final approach either through vectoring or transitioning from
RNAV mode to GLS (or ILS) navigation mode.
12.

The flight crew confirms established on GBAS/GLS approach course (or ILS).

13.

TMA/APP controller provides cleared for GBAS/GLS (or ILS) approach.

14.
TMA/APP controller will use a spacing tool or final approach spacing tables in order to space
GBAS/GLS approaches with less spacing than the aircraft using ILS approach whenever there are no
other, more penalising spacing criteria to be respected.
15.
The Flight Crew (PNF) monitors continuously the GBAS/GLS CAT III approach parameters
(G/S and LOC deviations) on PFD and approach capability on FMA (the FMA displays ‘LAND 3
DUAL’ or ‘LAND3 SINGLE’ to present the aircraft CAT III approach capability. Refer to 3.1.2.2.3).
Approach capability status is also displayed on ECAM in case of approach capability downgrade (or
similar for ILS).
16.

The Flight Crew (PNF) monitors continuously GBAS/GLS autoland status (or similar for ILS).

17.
The TMA/APP controller transfers the aircraft to the Tower Controller by ‘Contact tower’. The
TMA/APP controller remains responsible for the control until landing, but TWR Runway controller has
the radio contact.
18.

The Flight Crew contact the TWR Runway controller.

19.

The Flight Crew performs an onboard distance/altitude check at 3 to 5 NM before threshold.

20.
The TWR Runway controller monitors and verifies continuously using an HMI of the terminal
radar, that the spacing between all arrivals is sufficient for providing the anticipated landing
clearances no later than at the stipulated distances.
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The TWR Runway controller verifies that the runway is free.

22.
The Tower Runway Controller provides clearance to land at latest 0.6 NM before threshold for
GBAS/GLS landings and at latest 2 NM for ILS landings.
23.

The Flight Crew decides to land at decision height/ altitude (DH/A).

24.

The Flight Crew reports runway vacated.

25.
For GBAS/GLS landings the Tower Runway Controller verifies that the aircraft has passed the
Landing Clearance Line using A-SMGCS HMI. For ILS landings the Tower Runway controller verifies
that the landing has vacated the ILS sensitive area.
26.

The Tower Controller then clears the following aircraft to land.

5.3.7 Alternate Flow
Step (23) The Flight Crew does not have the required visual references at DH/DA
27.

The Flight Crew performs a go-around.

28.

The Flight Crew informs TWR Runway controller about the go around.

29.

TWR Runway controller reads the missed approach procedure to the Flight Crew.

30.

The Flight Crew performs the missed approach.

31.
The Flight Crew repositions for another approach procedures (the same or different
procedure) or divert to alternate airport
32.

The step returns to 2.

5.3.8 Non-Nominal Flow
The non-nominal flow describes different failures on GBAS that may occur during nominal operation
steps. In number in brackets () indicates the step when the failure occurs.
Step (3) The GBAS approach capability is downgraded onboard
33.

The Flight Crew is alerted by the onboard system that GBAS/capability is downgraded.

34.
The Flight Crew checks the FMA and ECAM to verify GBAS approach capability downgrade
and remaining available approach capability (e.g. LAND 1, or LAND 2 refer to 3.1.2.2.3)
35.

The Flight Crew informs TMA/APP controller about the GBAS/GLS capability downgrade.

36.
The Flight Crew verifies that actual weather permits CAT I or CAT II operations, according to
remaining available approach capability. When weather permits only CAT III operations, go to step
(27).
37.
The flight crew checks the aircraft is above 1000 ft AGL. If the aircraft is below 1000ft, go to
step 27.
38.
The Flight Crew adjusts decision height and informs APP controller that CAT I or CAT II
approach will be conducted.
39.

The step returns to 16.

Step (10) The GBAS approach capability is downgraded onboard
40.
The flight crew checks the aircraft distance from threshold is 10NM or more and the approach
clearance was not given.
41.

The flight crew contact TMA/APP controller to request another landing procedure.

42.
The TMA APP clears the flight crew for another GBAS/ILS procedure permitting CAT III
operations. The TMA/APP relays this information to the Tower Runway Controller.
43.

The flight crew reconfigure the aircraft for the new GBAS/ILS landing procedure.
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Step (40) The aircraft distance from the threshold is less than 10 NM and approach clearance
was given.
47.

The step returns to 36.

Step (33) Two consecutive landing aircraft report that GBAS/GLS approach is unavailable
48.
TMA/APP controller considers GBAS/GLS procedure unavailable for landing until further
notice.
49.

The Tower Supervisor updates the ATIS removing the GBAS/GLS landing procedure.

50.

The Step returns to 1.

Step (13) Any alert generated below 1000 ft and above DH/A
51.

The step returns to 27.

Step (21) Any alert generated below DH
52.

The Flight Crew continues the landing.

53.

The step returns to 24.

Step (3) The GBAS approach capability is lost on board

54.
The Flight Crew is alerted by the onboard system that the GBAS capability is lost (GNSS
signal loss at aircraft level and/or loss of GBAS VDB signal)
55.

The Flight Crew informs the TMA/APP controller about the GBAS capability loss

56.

The step returns to 36.

Step (5) The GBAS ground station downgrades
57.
All concerned controllers are informed without delay on any downgrade of the GBAS ground
station through ATC Interface or by Tower Supervisor. (The GBAS station can downgrade from
GAST-D to GAST-C. GAST-C station ofers CAT I operations)
58.
The TMA/APP controller and/or TWR Runway controller informs without delay the Flight Crew
that the GBAS station is downgraded and that only CAT I operations are possible. Aircraft already
cleared for and established on final approach may complete the CAT III operation. .
59.

The Tower Supervisor updates ATIS information accordingly.

60.

The step returns to 36.

Step (5) The GBAS ground station becomes unavailable
61.
All concerned controllers are informed without delay on any unavailability of the GBAS ground
station for approach through ATC Interface or by Tower Supervisor. (The unavailability referred here
includes all GBAS ground station failures as well as VDB signal loss or VDB antenna failure)
62.
The TMA/APP controller and or TWR Runway controller informs without delay the Flight Crew
that the GBAS station is unavailable. The Flight Crew should be able to detect the unavailability also
through onboard GBAS monitoring equipment.
63.

The step returns to 36.
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The execution is taking place in a peak hour when minimum and fully optimised spacing is desired.
The flight crew prepare descent and approach.

5.4.3 Post Conditions
The use case end when aircraft vacates the runway or departs

5.4.4 Actors


TMA/Approach Controller



Tower Runway controller



Tower Supervisor



Flight Crew

5.4.5 Trigger
Several arriving GBAS equipped aircraft are expected to enter the TMA.
Several aircrafts are expected to depart.
Flight Crew checks ATIS information regarding ILS and/or GBAS/GLS landing or contact TMA/APP.

5.4.6 Nominal Flow
The nominal flow for arrival aircraft in this use case is the same as in use case 5.3.
The only difference in the used case is that ATC needs to ensure that appropriate spacing is allocated
between GBAS arrival aircraft or GBAS and ILS arrival aircraft such that a departure aircraft is
possible.
Therefore in this use case only the ATC actions related to arrival and departure management are
included.
Planning Phase
1.
Tower supervisor determines according to final approach spacing tool or final approach
spacing tables values what time intervals shall be provided by approach between arrivals in order to
accommodate different runway occupancy times to be used in ILS and GBAS CAT III LVP conditions
2.
Tower supervisor coordinates with TMA supervisor the runway occupancy times that shall be
input into the spacing tool and arrival sequence management tool settings, if such tool is used.
3.
Tower supervisor and TMA supervisor check and confirm that the correct final approach
spacing values have been provided to the ATC.
Execution Phase
4.
TMA/APP controller uses the ATC arrival management tool or spacing tables in order to
sequence arriving traffic.
5.
TMA/APP controller uses and follows the minimum spacing advisory tool or spacing tables in
order to provide gaps between arrivals that can accommodate the anticipated runway departures.
6.
Tower Ground controller checks before push-back with each departure the capability to depart
at position CAT III holding point. The tower ground controller also checks if the arriving aircraft is at
required distance from threshold
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Tower Runway controller holds each departing aircraft at CAT III holding points.

8.
Simultaneously the TMA/APP controllers will provide individual spacing times according to the
values that have been forwarded by the tower runway controller.
9.
Tower Runway controller provides landing clearance to first arriving aircraft, if GBAS at altest
1 NM , if ILS at latest 2NM.
10.

Flight Crew reads back landing clearance and lands.

11.
Tower Runway controller verifies on A-SMGCS HMI that the runway is free from other traffic
and that the landing aircraft has passed the holding point of next departure.
12.
Tower Runway controller will provide line up clearance to departing aircraft according to the
planned sequence whenever possible.
13.

Tower Runway controller gives line up clearance to next departing aircraft.

14.

Flight Crew reads back line up clearance and moves into take-off position.

15.
Tower Runway controller monitors the line up while also monitoring the progress of next
landing aircraft.
16.

Preceding landing aircraft reports ‘Runway vacated’.

17.
Tower Runway controller verifies that preceding arriving aircraft has left the runway,. Tower
runway controller uses the landing clearance line when the next arrival is GBAS or the CAT III holding
when the next arrival is ILS on A-SMGCS HMI, and verifies again that runway is free from other
vehicles and obstacles.
18.

Tower Runway controller gives ‘cleared for take-off’ to departing aircraft.

19.

Flight Crew reads back departure clearance and commences take-off.

20.

Tower Runway controller verifies on A-SMGCS HMI that departure is airborne.

21.
Tower Runway controller simultaneously has monitored the next arriving aircraft and will
provide landing clearance. Resume step 1.
22.

Tower Runway controller hand over departing aircraft to TMA/APP controller and changes the
frequency of the departing aircraft Operational Scenario 1 (to be repeated for each scenario)

5.4.7 Alternate Flow
The alternative flow of this use case is the same as in the third use case (5.3) when GBAS and ILS
are both used.
Please refer to Section 5.3.7

5.4.8 Non-Nominal Flow
The non-nominal flow of this use case is similar to the third use case (5.3) when GBAS and ILS
aircraft are used.
Please refer to Section 5.3.7
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6 Requirements
6.1 GBAS System Requirements
6.1.1 Aircraft
[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0010
The aircraft’s on-board GLS function to land shall be able to operate with any
Cat II/III GLS ground station compliant with ICAO Annex 10 GAST D
Aircraft compliance to ground station
<Validated>
The application of this requirement will allow the aircraft with the on-board GLS
function to land on any runway equipped with any type of Cat II/III GLS ground
station compliant with ICAO standards.
<Interoperability>
<Flight Trial>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED_TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement

Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Aircraft

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0020
The ILS on-board design shall be the reference for the on-board GLS CAT II/III
approach selection, display, guidance, warning, considering the ILS look-alike
concept
ILS look-alike concept
<Validated>
This requirement allows the following benefits:
 Reduced systems impact.
 Limited training for crews: crews already know how to operate ILS
approaches down to the runway. By using almost the same definition for
selection, display and warning, crews would be able to use the already
developed skills for the new GLS system.
 Improved operational efficiency: crews have already developed skills on a
very close system. The behaviour of the new one, being as close as
possible to the existing one, should not surprise the crews.
<Design>
<Flight Trial>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Aircraft

N/A
N/A
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REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0030
The GLS Cat II/III aircraft precision approach capability shall provide the flight
air crew with accurate and timely information on GLS service degradation and
failures.
Aircraft status monitoring and GAST-D
<Validated>
With the introduction of GAST D concept for Cat II/III performance requirement,
the aircraft approach capability shall take into account availability of GAST D or
GAST C active service type. GLS service information shall be displayed to air
crew to allow them to perform predefined operational procedures in case of
service degradation or failure.
<Interoperability>
<Flight Trial>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED_TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale
Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Aircraft

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0040
The aircraft shall be capable to perform guided take-off based on GLS lateral
guidance, similar to the existing ILS based take-off.
GLS guided take-off
<Validated>
Provide similar capability to ILS based guided take-off
<Design>
<Flight Trial>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Aircraft

N/A
N/A

6.1.2 Ground System
[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement

Title
Status
Rationale
Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0050
The GBAS ground system shall be able to provide for GBAS CAT II/III
precision approach capability to any GLS CAT III capable aircraft, as defined in
ICAO Annex 10 GAST D SARPS
Ground station conformity
<Validated>
The application of this requirement will allow the ground station to provide for
GBAS CAT II/III precision approach to GLS arrival aircraft.
<Interoperability>
<Flight Trial>
N/A
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[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Identifier
Requirement

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Ground station

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0060
The GBAS GAST-D ground station shall provide accurate and timely
information on GBAS service degradation and failures to the relevant
maintenance of ATC units

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Identifier
Requirement

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Ground station

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0070
The GBAS GAST-D ground station shall provide timely information on the
GBAS service availability for each runway end for which an approach is
provided

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED_TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale
Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Ground station

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0080
The GBAS ground stations shall provide for guided take-off service similar to
the existing ILS based take-off.
GLS guided take-off
<Validated>
Provide similar capability to ILS based guided take-off
<Design>
<Flight Trial>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Ground station

N/A
N/A
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6.2 GBAS Operational Requirements
6.2.1 Flight crew
[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale
Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0090
The Flight Crew shall be able to perform precision approaches in Low Visibility
Conditions using GBAS CAT II/III (based on GPS L1)
Aircraft capability
<Validated>
The Flight Crew shall be able to perform precision approaches in Low Visibility
Conditions using GBAS CAT II/III (based on GPS L1)
<Design>
<Flight Trial>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement

Title
Status
Rationale
Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Air crew

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0100
At any time during the flight, the crew shall be aware of aircraft GLS Cat II/III
approach capabilities if equipment availability and/or navigation performance is
downgraded
Aircraft status monitoring
<Validated>
The crew needs to know approach capability whatever the flight phase, in order
to prepare the approach in advance
<Operational>
<Flight Trial>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Flight Crew

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0110
The flight crew shall be able to perform a safe operation in case of provision of
GBAS CAT II landing clearance by ATC as late as 1 NM before touchdown.
Aircraft status monitoring
<Validated>
The provision of late landing clearance by ATC to pilots as late as 1NM allows
for optimised LVP using GBAS. This should be acceptable by pilots and not
impair their ability to land safely
<Operational>
<Real Time Simulation>
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Verification Method

Edition 00.01.01

N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Flight Crew

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0120
When both ILS and GBAS procedures are available, the flight crew shall
communicate to ATC the preferred approach type
Mixed ILS/GBAS operations
<Validated>
When ATIS or ATC provides more than one approach available in LVP, both
ILS and GBAS), the flight crew shall indicate to ATC which approach type is
preferred.
<Operational>
<Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Flight Crew

N/A
N/A

6.2.2 Air traffic control
Identifier
Requirement

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0130
The Tower Runway Controller shall be able to use the landing clearance
line (displayed in the A-SMGCS) for aircraft vacating the runway in front of
a GBAS arrival aircraft.

[Req Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Identifier
Requirement

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0140
The Tower Runway Controller shall be able to provide a late landing
clearance as late as 1NM before touchdown to air crew performing a GBAS
approach in LVP.

[Req Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A
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<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[Req]
Identifier
Requirement

<Environment Class>
<Operator>

ALL
ATC

Edition 00.01.01
N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0150
The final approach controller and Tower Runway Controller shall be able to
reduce final approach spacing before GBAS equipped arrival aircraft (as
compared with today ILS) under low visibility operations

[Req Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method
[REQ Trace]

<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0160
ATC shall be provided the GBAS station status indication (red/green)
GBAS station status on ATC Interface
<Validated>
The implementation of ATC interface is a local decision. Some States may
display the status of GBAS/GLS approach for each runway in use. At least the
status of the GBAS ground station status is required to be provided. For more
information refer to [Ref, Sec 6.4]
<HMI>
<Fast Time Simulation><Real Time Simulation>
N/A

Relationship
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Linked Element Type
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC HMI

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0170
The air traffic controller shall be displayed information on GBAS aircraft
capabilities
GBAS aircraft capabilities on ATC HMI
<Validated>
With ILS, the information in flight plan item 10a is not displayed to air traffic
controller as it is assumed that all aircraft are equipped with ILS by default.
With GBAS, particularly in LVP the air traffic controller needs to be displayed in
relevant ATS systems if the aircraft is GBAS capable for approach clearance.
In case an ATC tool is used for sequencing of aircraft in final approach aircraft
GBAS capability should be an input to such tool.
<HMI>
<Fast Time Simulation><Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED_TO>

Linked Element Type
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC HMI

N/A
N/A
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[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Edition 00.01.01

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0180
ATC shall be able to differentiate between ILS and GBAS capable aircraft
when both landing aids are used for approach and landing.
Mixed ILS/GBAS operations
<Validated>
ATC shall be able to know which aircraft is equipped with GBAS. This can be
achieved through HMI extracting this information from the flight plan. Or this
communication is passed by air crew radio contact and noted by ATC in
electronic or paper strips and relayed to the other relevant control units.
<Operational>
<Fast Time Simulation><Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute approach and landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC HMI

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0190
ATC shall be able to manage the landings of aircraft when both ILS and GBAS
are used in LVP
Mixed ILS/GBAS operations
<Validated>
ILS and GBAS are expected to co-habit for some years to come. ATC should
be aware which aircraft is using ILS and which is using GBAS for approach
through flight plan information and radio communications with air crew.
<Operational>
<Fast Time Simulation><Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0200
ATC shall be able to provide service degradation/failure information in a timely
and safe manner to aircrafts when both ILS and GBAS are used in LVP
Mixed ILS/GBAS operations
<Validated>
ILS and GBAS are expected to co-habit for some years to come. ATC should
be aware which aircraft is using ILS and which is using GBAS for approach.
and landings in order to provide timely information to air crew in case of any
service degradation or failure.
<Safety>
<Fast Time Simulation><Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship

Linked Element Type

Identifier

Compliance
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<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement

Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Edition 00.01.01

REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0210
ATC shall ensure no infringement of ILS CSA and OFZ during mixed
ILS/GBAS landings through correct application of the landing clearance line
and CAT III holding points for aircraft vacating the runway
ATC procedures for landing clearance – specific constraint
<Validated>
In mixed ILS/GBAS landing, the tower runway controller uses the landing
clearance line for aircraft vacating the runway before a GBAS arrival, and the
CAT III holding point for aircraft vacating the runway before an ILS arrival.
<Safety>
<Fast Time Simulation><Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale
Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0220
ATC shall be able to manage GBAS station failures that affect multiple runway
ends when only GBAS is used.
ATC Procedures on GBAS station failures
<Validated>
The GBAS station failure may affect several runway ends (not the case with
ILS). ATC procedures shall be aware of this nd able to manage the situation.
<Safety>
<Fast Time Simulation><Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED_TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale
Category

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute approach and landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0230
ATC shall be able to manage GBAS service degradation when only GBAS is
used and when both ILS and GBAS are used for approach and landings
ATC Procedures on GBAS service degradation
<Validated>
The GBAS service degradation may affect one or several runway ends. ATC
procedures shall be developed to address this situation
<Safety>
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Validation Method
Verification Method

Edition 00.01.01

<Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute approach and landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0240
The phraseology used for GBAS approaches shall be determined in such a
way that it prevents being confused with ILS
Phraseology for degraded conditions
<Validated>
The phraseology used for clearing GBAS aircraft should be such as to prevent
confusions with ILS. It is desired that chart naming and phraseology also are
consistent.
<Operational>
<Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale
Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC, Flight Crew

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0250
The air traffic controllers shall receive a training on optimised low visibility
operations using GBAS
Phraseology for degraded conditions
<Validated>
The use of landing clearance line and the provision of late landing clearance
are new procedures not part of standard ATC training syllabus.
<Operational>
<Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED_TO>

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ATC, Flight Crew

N/A
N/A

6.3 Implementation Requirements
[REQ]
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Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Edition 00.01.01

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0260
The phraseology to be associated with GBAS operations shall be coordinated
at global level, through ICAO
Phraseology to clear the approach
<In Progress>
It is very important to use the same phraseology for GBAS/GLS approach
clearance for global interoperability reasons. The ICAO PANS OPS has names
the chart title GLS chart, The name of the chart is usually used for approach
clearance. The ICAO PANS ATM suggests GBAS to be used. A solution need
to be identified and proposed.
<Interoperability>
<Expert Group (Judgement Analysis)>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale
Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
ICAO

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0270
The GBAS ground station information shall be promulgated in AIP.
AIP requirements
<Validated>
When States implement GBAS/GLS CAT II/III operations, relevant information
regarding GBAS station as a landing aid is to be included in AIP AD 2.19
<Interoperability>
<Expert Group (Judgement Analysis)>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
Execute approach and landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
N/A
N/A

ALL
ANSP

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0280
ANSP shall distribute NOTAM in case of unavailability of the GBAS/GLS
service
NOTAM
<Validated>
NOTAM are usually used by pilots and flight dispatchers before the flight.
Regarding GBAS the NOTAM will include any known service unavailability,
downgrade of service, time and expected duration of degradation
<Interoperability>
<Expert Group (Judgement Analysis)>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIES TO>

Linked Element Type
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus

Identifier
Execute approach and landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
N/A
N/A
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<APPLIED IN ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED_TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

ALL
ANSP

Edition 00.01.01

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0290
ATC shall broadcast ATIS information regarding available GBAS/GLS
approaches in LVP
ATIS information on available approaches
<Validated>
ATIS information is very useful to provide the pilots information regarding the
status of available GBAS/GLS approaches well before first contact with ATC in
the TMA. This reduces pilot workload and relieves frequency congestion. ATIS
should not include information already in AIP
<Interoperability>
<Expert Group (Judgement Analysis)>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale

Category
Validation Method
Verification Method

Linked Element Type
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
Execute approach and landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
N/A
N/A

ALL
ANSP

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0300
The aircraft operator shall provide information on GBAS aircraft capabilities in
the flight plan item 10.a
Flight plan information
<Validated>
The flight plan item 10a with a designator ‘A’ means the aircraft is GBAS
equipped. This only means aircraft is GBAS capable (not which category of
operation Cat I or Cat II/III). The air traffic controller needs to know if the
aircraft is GBAS capable for approach clearance. The GBAS capability is
confirmed by flight crew via RTF upon initial contact.
<Operational>
<Flight Trial>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

[REQ]
Identifier
Requirement
Title
Status
Rationale
Category

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute Approach and Landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Airline operations

N/A
N/A

REQ-06.08.05-OSED-GBAS.0310
A-SMGCS shall be implemented for optimised low visibility operations using
GBAS
A-SMGCS Level 1
<Validated>
The air traffic controller will use A-SMGCS Level 1 HMI to determine whether
the aircraft has cleared the runway.
<Interoperability>
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Validation Method
Verification Method

Edition 00.01.01

<Real Time Simulation>
N/A

[REQ Trace]
Relationship
<SATISFIES>
<APPLIES TO>
<APPLIES_TO>
<APPLIED_IN_ENVIRONMENT>
<ALLOCATED TO>

Linked Element Type
<ATMS Requirement>
<Operational Process>
<Operational Focus
Area>
<Environment Class>
<Operator>

Identifier
REQ-06.02-DOD-6200.0025
Execute approach and landing
OFA01.01.01

Compliance
<Partial>
N/A
N/A

ALL
Airport, ANSP

N/A
N/A
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Low visibility take-offs using GBAS

Previous Operating Method
Some aircraft are equipped with a take-off guidance system that provides directional guidance
information to the pilot during the take-off. This operation is referred to as a guided take-off.
Whenever an aircraft is conducting a guided take-off, the guidance signal (normally the ILS or MLS
localizer) must be protected. Guided take-offs may not operate in some countries.
In some States it is mandatory for the pilot to conduct a guided take-off below 125 m RVR (150 m for
Cat D aircraft), but a pilot may request to conduct a guided take-off at any time. ATC must then inform
the pilot if the guidance signal is or is not protected. The conditions under which guided take-offs are
available should be published in the AIP.
In today’s operational environment, the establishment of LVP is also required where runways are
used for departure operations in RVR conditions less than a value of 550 m, even if the runway is not
equipped for CAT II/III approach and landing. If notified by a pilot of an intention to conduct guided
take-off, ATC must not allow aircraft or vehicles within the applicable ILS localiser critical and
sensitive areas during the conduct of the take-off as described in Annex 10, vol.1, attachment C,
2.1.9.1
The guided take-off concept described here applies to Lower than Standard Category I Operations as
defined by EASA [17].
In particular, paragraph (a) Take-off minima, sub-paragraph (4) (ii), states that:
“Subject to the approval of the Authority, an operator of an aeroplane using either:
a. an approved lateral guidance system; or,
b. an approved HUD/HUDLS for take-off may reduce the take-off minima to an RVR less than
125 m (Category A, B and C aeroplanes) or 150 m (Category D aeroplanes) but not lower
than 75 m provided runway protection and facilities equivalent to Category III landing
operations are available.”
HUD allows reducing the take-off RVR from 125m to 75m (EASA world) or 500ft to 300ft (FAA world)
thanks to specific HMIs (yaw bar, LOC deviation...) when departing on Cat III approved runways.
PFD (Primary Flight Display) displays the same kind of HMIs but since the PFD is not superimposed
with the real external view, it cannot be used for RVR reduction at take-off.
Note: PVI (Para Visual Indicator) also allows reducing take-off RVR from 125m to 75m (EASA world)
or 500ft to 300ft (FAA world) thanks to lateral guidance information.

Guided Take-Off based on ILS - Aircrew Operation
When the LOC signal is available, the RWY guidance mode gives lateral guidance orders during
takeoff, and initial climb.
The RWY guidance law aims at maintaining the aircraft on the runway centreline during the take-off
run, and on the LOC beam when the aircraft is airborne. To do so, RWY mode provides the FD yaw
bar order. The yaw bar is only available if the runway has a LOC aligned with the runway centreline.
RWY mode arms when the aircraft approaches the runway threshold.
When the flight crew sets the thrust levers to FLX or TOGA for take-off, RWY mode engages, and the
yaw bar appears on PFD and HUD.
The yaw bar indicates the correction that the flight crew must apply to the rudder pedal, in order to
move the aircraft to the runway centreline.
The LOC deviation symbol indicates the position of the aircraft in relation to the runway centreline.
The combination of both helps the flight crew perform an accurate take-off roll.
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In the illustration below, the aircraft is on the left side of the runway centreline, and the yaw bar
provides an order to go the right side.

Figure 12: GBAS guided take-off information on HUD

Figure 13: Yaw bar on PFD

The flight crew must use both the LOC deviation and the yaw bar to smoothly direct the aircraft to the
runway centreline, in addition to the external parameters.
RWY mode disengages and yaw bar disappears soon after take-off (at 30 or 50 ft RA, depending
whether NAV guidance mode is armed).

New SESAR Operating Method
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Guided take-off based on GBAS – ATC Perspective
When GBAS is used for guided take-off, ATC do not need to protect the ILS CSA.
All other requirements remain the same as for ILS.

Guided take-off based on GBAS - Aircrew operation
Low visibility take off from aerodromes not open to CAT II and CAT III operations is allowed only if
special procedures have been implemented. Pilots must hold a valid instrument license for low
visibility operations and ratings concerning low visibility operations they intend to perform.
With ILS or localizer approaches, at certain airports where only one runway end is equipped with ILS
or LOC, the back course of the localizer is utilized to serve the opposite non-equipped runway end.
From aircrew operation viewpoint, the new GLS guided take-off operating method will be identical to
previous ILS guided take-off operating method, except that:


With ILS, when only one QFU of a runway was ILS-equipped, a take-off on the opposite QFU
necessitated to perform a back course take-off.



While with GLS, ground station providing approach capacity to all runway ends, there will be
no need to perform back course take-off.

Differences between new and previous Operating Methods
Guided take-off - Aircrew operation
From aircrew operation viewpoint, the only difference between new and previous guided take-off
operating methods is that no back course take-off needs to be performed with new operating method.
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NATS London Heathrow Procedures

Introduction
Following further research and development work, MLS Phase 3 procedures are to be introduced.
This will result in reduced spacing ahead of any aircraft which has been confirmed as carrying out an
MLS approach during LVPs. The MLS approach is confirmed by the pilot reporting “Microwave
established” and the controller selecting the “M” indication green on EFPS.

Procedure
MLS Phase 3 Concept
Due to the greater accuracy of MLS, it can remain within CAT III tolerance with aircraft positioned
closer to the runway than with ILS. Therefore, for an aircraft carrying out an MLS approach, the
previous aircraft must be clear of the MLS Landing Clearance Line.

MLS Landing Clearance Line
The MLS Landing Clearance Line defines an area contained within lines 107.5m from the centreline
on each side of the runway for the first 900m, then 82m from the centreline on each side for the
remainder of the runway. This map is available on A-SMGCS Line Maps (MLS). An example of
Runway 09R and Runway 09L MLS Trigger Line is shown below.

Whenever LVPs are in force, the appropriate map must be selected by the Air controller(s).

Protection of the MLS Sensitive Areas
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The MLS Localiser Sensitive Area refers to any area inside the MLS Landing Clearance Line. The
MLS Glidepath Sensitive Area is the same as the ILS Glidepath Sensitive Area.

Arriving Aircraft
The fact that the aircraft is conducting an MLS approach must be confirmed by the pilot reporting
“Microwave established” and the controller selecting the “M” indication green on EFPS.
If the spacing is 5 NM but the aircraft does not inform the arrivals controller, the type of approach
must be confirmed.
No aircraft or vehicle is permitted to infringe the MLS Landing Clearance Line ahead of an arriving
aircraft that is confirmed as conducting an MLS approach from the time the aircraft is 1 NM from
touchdown until it has completed its landing run. Landing clearance must not be issued if the MLS
Landing Clearance Line is known to be infringed.

A380
An A380 has the same effect on the MLS as any other aircraft. The A380 DLSA only applies to the
ILS.

Departing Aircraft

MLS is not used by departing aircraft.

Arrival Spacing
Unless the required wake turbulence separation is greater, TC Heathrow will provide 5 NM spacing
ahead of the aircraft conducting an MLS approach during LVPs.

RIMCAS
Due to the limitations of the current RIMCAS system, a stage 2 (red) RIMCAS alert may be triggered
during LVPs, even though a legitimate landing clearance was given to the aircraft conducting an MLS
approach. This will occur in the following circumstance:


The arriving MLS aircraft is 30 seconds or less from touchdown, and;



The aircraft ahead of the MLS aircraft is less than 137m from the runway centreline (the
monitored area for RIMCAS while set to LVP mode).

To ensure consistent application of RIMCAS procedures, it has been agreed that the controller
reaction to a stage 2 (red) RIMCAS alert during LVPs ahead of an aircraft conducting an MLS
approach will be as follows:
If a stage 2 (red) alert is generated, a 'go around' shall be issued to the arriving MLS aircraft.

The following TOIs are current on date of publication:
2012: 038/12, 084/12
2013: 008/13, 011/13, 012/13, 013/13, 014/13, 016/13, 017/13, 018/13, 019/13, 021/13,
022/13, 023/13, 024/13, 025/13, 027/13, 028/13, 029/13, 030c/13, 031/13, 032/13, 034/13,
035/13, 036/13, 037/13, 038/13, 039/13, 040/13.
Originator: Heathrow ATC Operations
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